[Variability of quantitative DNA parameters in endometrial carcinoma].
We performed image analysis examinations of 20 cases of endometrial carcinoma and the compared quantitative DNA parameters within each carcinoma. Specimens were taken from each carcinoma, at standardised, pre-defined sites. Six smear preparations were made from each case and DNA parameters were determined after Feulgen staining. 17 of the 20 cases of endometrial carcinoma (85%) showed in all the examined preparations a uniform diploid or aneuploid (n = 1) DNA distribution. Only 3 carcinomas showed diploid as well as non-diploid DNA distributions. For each carcinoma the mean values of DNA-MG were found to be between 0.37 +/- 0.12 and 2.16 +/- 0.11 and those of the 5cER between 0.91 +/- 0.78 and 15.37 +/- 4.17. Relationships were shown between DNA distribution, DNA-MG, 5cER and morphological prognostic factors while a reliable diagnostic of dignity based on DNA distribution and 5cER as a marker of single cell ploidy seems not possible. With an increase in DNA-MG, the coefficient of variation of this parameter decreased within the individual cases. Concluding, quantitative DNA parameters, owing to their relatively small variability within specific cases of endometrial carcinomas seem to be suitable objective indicators of prognosis to plan a risk-adapted therapy.